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What’s the Time?: A Maths Lesson on Time
Aim: Success Criteria: Resources:
To listen attentively to spoken language 
and show understanding by joining in and 
responding in the context of a maths lesson 
on time.

I can take part in a Maths lesson on counting 
and time, in French.

I can count in fives to sixty in French.

I can calculate the difference in minutes between 
two times and give the answer in French.

Lesson Pack

Individual clock faces (optional)

Key/New Words: Preparation:
cinq [five], dix [ten], quinze, [fifteen], vingt, 
[twenty], vingt-cinq, [twenty-five], trente, 
[thirty], trente-cinq, [thirty-five], cinquante, 
[forty], quarante-cinq, [forty-five], cinquante, 
[fifty], cinquante-cinq, [fifty-five], soixante 
[sixty], Combien de minutes ? [How many 
minutes ?], Il y a... [There are], de... [from...], 
à... [from...], 

Fives Match Cards - 1 set per pair

How Many Minutes Activity Sheets - as 
required

Clock Face with Minutes - 1 per child

Prior Learning: It will be helpful if children have learned how to count up to 60 in French.

Taskit
Createit: Children devise their own word searches for French numbers, multiples of fives, for a partner to complete.

Writet: Play Fives Game; children stand in a circle, counting in ones (French) every time they say a multiple of five they say Asseyez-vous ! and 
sit down. Continue until the last person standing, who wins. The game can be played as a whole class, or smaller groups.

Learning Sequence
Count in Fives: Ask the children to count forwards and backwards in fives, in English. Use the Lesson Presentation 
to count in fives in French, ask the children to say what the French is for the numbers shown and click to reveal. Work 
through the slide several times to ensure that they are confident in counting in fives

Jouons ! [Let’s Play!] In pairs, children use the Fives Match Cards to play a pairs game.

Avant et après [Before and After] Continue with the Lesson Presentation. Each slide shows two clocks and 
the children need to work out how many minutes there are between the clocks. First, check that the children are able 
to tell the time in both English and French. Model how to work out the time between the two clocks, by counting in 
fives in French. Children then work through several examples. If they have clock faces, these can be used to help 
them, otherwise children can use the Clock Face with Minutes for reference.

Allez-y ! [Off you Go!] Children complete the How Many Minutes Activity Sheets. This activity sheet is 
differentiated two ways: for the majority of children o’clock, half past, quarter past and quarter to but removing 
quarter to for children who need support.

Children work out the difference between 
two clocks, by counting in fives and write 
the number. Clocks show times with 
o’clock, half past, quarter past.

Children work out the difference between two 
clocks, by counting in fives and write the number. 
Clocks show times with o’clock, half past, quarter 
past and quarter to.
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